Classes open to Seniors ’11-'12

Classes open to Current Juniors (Who Will be Seniors Next Year)

English
- College Reading and Writing (selection for this class made by English department)
- AP English 4 **
- Modern American Novel (1 semester)
- Rhetoric and Composition (1 semester)
- Shakespeare (1 semester)
- Shakespeare Performance (spring semester only – Shakespeare in the fall a prerequisite)
- Short Fiction (1 semester)
- World Literature (1 semester)

Fine Arts (all courses except the AP’s are one-semester-long)
- Acting Workshop 1
- Acting Workshop 2 (prerequisite -- Acting Workshop 1)
- AP Art History **
- AP Music Theory ** (prerequisite – approval of instructor)
- AP Studio Art 2D ** (prerequisite – approval of instructor)
- Band 1
- Band 2 (prerequisite -- Band 1)
- Ceramics 1
- Ceramics 2 (prerequisite – Ceramics 1)
- Design 1
- Design 2 (prerequisite -- Design 1)
- Digital Photography 1
- Digital Photography 2 (prerequisite -- Digital Photography 1)
- Digital Video 1
- Digital Video 2 (prerequisite -- Digital Video 1)
- Drawing 1
- Drawing 2 (prerequisite -- Drawing 1)
- Music Appreciation 1
- Music Appreciation 2 (prerequisite -- Music Appreciation 1)
- Painting 1
- Painting 2 (prerequisite -- Painting 1)
- Piano 1
- Piano 2 (prerequisite -- Piano 1)
- Photography 1
- Photography 2 (prerequisite -- Photography 1)

Foreign Language
- AP French 4 ** (prerequisite – Honors French 3)
- AP Latin 4 ** (prerequisite – Honors Latin 3)
- Spanish 4 (prerequisite – Spanish 3 or Honors Spanish 3)
- AP Spanish Language 4 ** (prerequisite – Honors Spanish 3)
AP Spanish Literature 4 ** (prerequisite – Honors Spanish 3)

Health / PE (required for graduation)
  Lifetime Fitness (1 semester)
  Health (1 semester)

Mathematics
  Honors Pre-Calculus ** (prerequisite -- Algebra 2 or Honors Algebra 2)
  Trigonometry (1 semester; prerequisite -- Algebra 2 or Honors Algebra 2 or Senior Math Topics; taken same year as Math Analysis)
  Math Analysis (spring semester only; prerequisite -- Trigonometry)
  Senior Math Topics (selection for this class made by Mathematics department; fall semester only; usually followed by Trigonometry in the spring)
  Calculus (prerequisite -- Honors Pre-Calculus or Trigonometry and Math Analysis)
  AP Calculus AB ** (prerequisite -- Honors Pre-Calculus)
  AP Calculus BC ** (prerequisite -- Honors Pre-Calculus)
  AP Computer Science ** (prerequisite – Honors Pre-Calculus)
  AP Statistics ** (prerequisite – Honors Pre-Calculus)

Science
  Physics
  AP Physics B **
  AP Physics Mechanics **
  AP Biology **
  AP Chemistry **
  AP Environmental Science **
  Honors Geology **
  Oceanography
  Anatomy and Physiology
  Robotics (one semester only – not UC approved yet)

Social Science
  African American Studies (1 semester)
  Economics (1 semester)
  General Psychology (1 semester)
  History of Germany (1 semester)
  History of Los Angeles (1 semester)
  Modern US History (1 semester)
  AP Art History **
  AP Economics **
  AP European History **
  AP Government **
  AP Psychology **
**Theology**
- Faith of Catholics (1 semester; required for graduation)
- Moral Theology (1 semester; required for graduation)
- Biblical Archaeology (1 semester)
- Christology (1 semester)
- Narrative Theology (1 semester)
- World Religions (1 semester)
- Letters of Paul (1 semester)
- Religion and Science (1 semester)

**TA**
- Campus Ministry / Community Service
- Counseling
- English
- Fine Arts
- Foreign Language
- Health / PE
- Library
- Main Office
- Mathematics
- Science
- Social Science
- Theology

** Given “Honors” designation by both Loyola High School and UC.**